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INTRODUCTION

For many years the definitive work The Art of War has been obligatory reading in the Soviet political-military

hierarchy and more recently has become a reference work in American business schools that seek to develop the most

effective business leaders.  As James Clavell notes in an edition published in 19833, Even more importantly, I believe

The Art of War shows quite clearly how to take the initiative and combat the enemy - any enemy.

The world in which we live is becoming increasingly dependent on computer systems.  They affect (and in many

cases control) our work, our entertainment and our homes.  As the Net and the Web form the largest carrier and

facilitator of information in modern times, business embraces this architecture to deliver all the benefits of global

interconnection and delivery at reducing costs.  However there is a price to pay for this interconnectivity and

openness - in Information Warfare4, Winn Schwartau reminds us of the adage Business is War and introduces the

players.  Business will have to meet these adversaries on the newly emerging field of battle, the Net.

If Sun Tzu's philosophy was so successful in the field of conventional conflict, does it hold true in the new

information age?  I believe so.
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COMPSEC'98 PRESENTATION

The contents of this paper will form the basis for an interactive session at Compsec '98.  In this session, the author

will lead the debate on the principles and practices laid down here in an attempt to gain consensus on the role of

information warfare and the threat it poses to business as we approach the millennium.  The price of ignoring

infowar will be explored using the experience and background of the members of the audience.



BACKGROUND

The Art of War

Two and a half thousand years ago a Chinese Philosopher, Sun Tzu, wrote:

The Art of War is of vital importance to the state.  It is a matter of life and death, a road either to safety or

to ruin.  Hence under no circumstances can it be neglected.

In modern business the state's interests are mirrored in those of the critical businesses that form the backbone of the

country's industry.  Most will be dealing on a world stage where global communications facilitate global deals and

global interests.  For business, remaining competitive and gaining business advantage is of vital importance - it is a

matter of life and death, a road either to safety or to ruin.  Business is war.

The Information Battlefield

The Global Internet Project reported in April 19975:

The number of worldwide Internet users tripled between 1993 and 1995, to somewhere between 40 and 60

million. There will be a quarter-billion regular users by the year 2000. Roughly 100 countries now enjoy

Internet access, with 22 joining in 1995 alone. There were fewer than 30,000 Internet-linked computer

networks two years ago. Today, there are more than 90,000. There were just 300 Internet "host" computers

in 1980. The 1996 number is more than 10 million. Four years from now, it will be 120 million.

And because, by telecommunications pioneer Bob Metcalfe's dictum, the value of a computer network rises

by an exponential factor of the number of computer terminals attached to it, the amount of information on

the Internet has already reached a level almost beyond human comprehension. It doubles every year. The

World Wide Web did not exist in 1991. In 1992, it comprised just 100 "sites." There are more than 200,000

of them today, with 11 million "pages" of data, pictures, sound, and text. And the Web grows by 300,000

pages -- every seven days.
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In the early nineties, western commerce was seeking competitive advantage through communications cost reduction,

shortening the supply chain and outsourcing of non-core businesses.  Where previously they had some control over

the carriers of those business processes, the effects of business process re-engineering slowly and irrevocably

distanced corporations from the mechanics of the technology that drives their business.  This technology and the field

in which it is deployed form the present day battlefield.

This battlefield is vast and, in many ways intangible.  If a business has to repel attacks from the Internet it is clear

that they can come from any geographical location in the world, in any jurisdiction and under the ethical standards of

any business or governmental regime.  It is certainly not a place you would choose to fight if you had the option.

The Information Warriors

Schwartau6 illustrates the different types of Information Warriors, and gives examples of:

• Corporate Employees • Vendors and Contractors

• Government Employees • Law Enforcement

• Narcoterrorists • Small Time Criminals and Organised Crime

• Direct Mailers and Telemarketers • Doctors, Hospitals and Insurance Companies

• Private Investigators • Security Professionals

• Supermarkets • Politicians

• Political Action Groups • Mercenaries, Freelancers, and Ex-Soviet and

Eastern Bloc Experts

• Domestic Business Competitors • International Business Competitors

• … and others …

Business cannot afford to ignore these warriors - they must plan for attack by any of them at any time and develop

countermeasures, counterattacks and strategies that meet the needs of the enterprise.  A Company without an infowar

risk model that includes all these warriors as potential adversaries is hiding its head in the sand.
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In 1998 the FBI noted that more than 120 countries now have an information warfare capability.  In a survey of 428

companies they reported that 42% had experienced unauthorised intrusion into their information systems and 47% of

those that had experienced intrusion believed that the penetration was made by a foreign competitor7.

The profile of intrusion is changing too.  Between 1996 and 1998 the FBI figures for ratios of penetration attributed

to internal and external attack are:

Year Internal Attacks External Attacks

1996 80% 20%

1998 46% 54%

And even the most security conscious agencies seem at risk.  The US Defense Information Security Agency

conducted a range of penetration tests on U.S. military and government computer systems.

Over the period 1992 through 1995 they conducted 38,000 attacks. Protection on the systems attacked blocked 35%

of these attacks. Of the 24,700 successful attacks (65% of all attacks), almost all of them (23,712, 62.4% of all

attacks, 96% of successful attacks) went undetected. Of the relatively small number that were detected (988, 2.6% of

all attacks, 4% of successful attacks), three quarters were not reported after detection (721, 1.9% of all attacks, 73%

of detected attacks). This means that only 267 of the 38,000 attacks (0.7% of all attacks, 27% of detected attacks)

were reported. This is around 1 out of 140 attacks.

Stated another way, given an incident that consists of one attack only, the probability the incident would be reported

is around 0.7%, based on these data.8

It is prudent to ask ourselves how much more resistant to intrusion our systems are to those measured in the DISA

experiments.  Naturally the technological countermeasures that we use today may be more advanced than those

fielded in 1995, but the sophistication of the information warrior has increased too.

Information warfare is practised by some of the most proficient agencies and armies in the world - but because there

is no sound of gunfire, nobody knows they are there.
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SUN TZU'S OBSERVATIONS & TODAY'S APPLICATIONS

In The Art of War, Sun Tzu laid down the tactics of waging war and reaching peace that have been followed by

many warriors since.  In the information age we expect that information warfare will be pivotal to the business of

companies world-wide - either actively participating in it, defending against it, or both.  In the global marketplace,

the business ethics of one country's industrial companies do not necessarily match those of another.  It is a difficult

decision for some as to which line to follow - solely to defend or to attack too.  Sun Tzu's observations can help both

the initiator and the defender.  Remember that all warriors must have both offensive and defensive strategies.

In the observations that follow, I have added selected quotations from the original chapters.  The selection is mine

alone and may not always be the major quotation as shown in the original text.  I have commented on the text that I

consider relevant in the information age, but recommend that the reader study all of the original text to understand

the context of the comments made.  Remember that Information Warfare is not a new phenomenon - the use of

propaganda in the Second World War is a good example of infowar, one might even assert that a company's Public

Relations department fulfils a similar purpose today …

I wish to make it clear that, in this paper, I am not seeking to promote the pre-emptive engagement of information

warfare - the responsibility for that decision rests with the individual or corporate that chooses to do so or not.  I do

however observe that practising it seems to be the rule rather than the exception.  If business is under attack from

well-prepared info warriors, then they must be able to think in the same way as those adversaries if they are to plan a

successful counter-attack.  We must be aware that what is different about infowar in the late 1990's is the shape of

the battlefield, and the opportunities that exist for it to be waged covertly.  Generally I have made the following

comments from the perspective of the initiator of the warfare, but they have equal relevance to the opponent who

must resist the attack and gain the upper hand - such is the art of war.



Laying Plans

The art of war is governed by five constant factors, all of which need to be taken into account.  They are:  the Moral

Law; Heaven; Earth; the Commander; Method and Discipline.  …

…The general who wins a battle makes many calculations in his temple before the battle is fought.  The general who

loses a battle makes but few calculations beforehand.  Thus so many calculations lead to victory, and few

calculations to defeat; how much more no calculation at all!  It is by attention to this point that I can foresee who is

likely to win or lose.

Planning must lie at the heart of all warfare.  As an offender you must understand as far as possible the strategies and

mechanisms that you will follow.  Careful planning of your campaign with properly researched intelligence will give

you a substantial advantage over your adversary.  In the information age, your adversary may publish in open sources

substantial amounts of information to assist your planning.  Monitor and analyse these publications carefully - they

may reveal substantial amounts of intelligence concerning the adversary's organisation and structure.

As a potential target of attack, assume that your adversary if party to substantial amounts of information relating to

your information systems - check yourselves what data is available in public forums, in particular via the Net and via

internally executed search tools.  Keep up to date on the latest reports from organisations like CERT and subscribe to

relevant alert services and sources of toolkits to monitor and detect intrusion.

On Waging War

When you engage in actual fighting, if victory is long in coming, the men's weapons will grow dull and their ardor

will be dampened.  If you lay siege to a town, you will exhaust your strength. And if the campaign is protracted, the

resources of the state will not be equal to the strain.

A rapidly executed attack on an adversary - for example on a firewall, may well be successful.  If your adversary is ill

prepared for the onslaught they may either never detect your presence, or their firewall may be breached with ease.

Do not linger in your attempts to penetrate the firewall, the longer you are online the longer your adversary has to

mount an attack on you too.



The Sheathed Sword

To fight and conquer in all your battles is not supreme excellence; supreme excellence consists in breaking the

enemy's resistance without fighting.  In the practical art of war, the best thing of all is to take the enemy's country

whole and intact; to shatter and destroy it is not so good. …

… Thus the highest form of generalship is to balk the enemy's plans; the next best is to prevent the junction of the

enemy's forces; the next in order is to attack the enemy's army in the field; and the worst policy of all is to besiege

walled cities …

The most powerful of Sun Tzu's arguments - follow this with care.  Remember that the objective of infowar may not

be to destroy your opponent's resources, rather to persuade them to surrender them to you.  Balking an opponent's

business plan by pre-emptive planning of your position may well cause them to expend precious resources on a failed

strategy.  Gaining market supremacy by launching a better product in advance of their new offering may cause them

to delay their launch or rethink their position.  Meeting them head on in the market place may fragment the market's

allegiance, and attempting to undermine an established product position is most challenging of all.

Remember that reputation is one of the most powerful assets that a business holds.  If you can undermine that

through infowar, an adversary may be forced to deliver their business to you by being acquired just to stay alive.

Tactics

To secure ourselves against defeat lies in our own hands, but the opportunity of defeating the enemy is provided by

the enemy himself.  Hence the saying: One may know how to conquer without being able to do it.

Security against defeat implies defensive tactics; ability to defeat the enemy means taking the offensive.  Standing on

the defensive indicates insufficient strength; attacking, a superabundance of strength.

Basing a strategy on defence alone is not acceptable to Sun Tzu.  In conventional information security we frequently

plan a defensive position according to confidentiality, integrity and availability.  Bastion hosts, strong authentication

and other controls reinforce our defences, but we rarely mobilise an attacking force.  In the event of attack we have

no offensive response - there is no way to move forward, only to stand our ground or retreat.  Planning for attack is

the only way to ever win in the infowar world.



Energy

… To ensure that your whole host may withstand the brunt of the enemy's attack and remain unshaken, use

manoeuvers direct and indirect.  In all fighting, the direct method may be used for joining battle, but indirect

methods will be needed in order to secure victory.

Manoeuvers are the subject of a later chapter, but are instrumental in the conservation of energy and gaining

advantage over the adversary.  If they attack, defend and counterattack in a different way - use your energy to your

own advantage.  For example if an attack is centred on your main computing facility, move to your backup position

and launch your own attack on their systems from there.  Utilise the energy in your whole organisation, not only that

which is under attack.

Weak Points & Strong

That the impact of your army may be like a grindstone dashed against an egg, use the science of weak points and

strong.

Whoever is first in the field and awaits the coming of the enemy will be fresh for the fight; whoever is second in the

field and has to hasten to battle will arrive exhausted.  Therefore the clever combatant imposes his will on the

enemy, but does not allow the enemy's will to be imposed on him.

If plans are well-prepared and proper intelligence gathered, you will know your enemy's weak points.  Ensure that

the strategies and mechanisms you deploy are focused at those points.  Where networks are interconnected, exploit

those systems with the weakest underlying security mechanisms to gain access to others of more value to you.

Ensure that the mechanisms that you employ can easily overcome any countermeasures that your adversary may

deploy against you.

Manoeuvering

In war, practice dissimulation and you will succeed.  Move only if there is a real advantage to be gained.

Manoeuvering is one of the most effective mechanisms that you can employ to gain advantage.  If wardialling a

target and you successfully locate a system that seems attractive, manoeuver and transfer your attention to that

potential weak spot while the wardialling continues to gather a picture of other potential targets.  If you mount your

attack at a time when your adversary's resources are depleted, you may gain a real advantage through their being

distracted from your secondary activity.



Variation of Tactics

When in difficult country, do not encamp.  In country where high roads intersect, join hands with your allies.  Do not

linger in dangerously isolated positions.  In hemmed-in situations, you must resort to strategem.  In a desperate

position, you must fight.

There are roads that must not be followed, towns that must not be besieged.

There are many businesses that, once in possession of any form of plan, have failed to vary their tactics when

executing that plan, even when the original logic underlying the plan has proved flawed.  In infowar you must take

every opportunity to vary your tactics in sympathy with your position.  For example, this can be most effective when

undertaking Social Engineering against your adversary.  New information gleaned through such exercises can lead

you into new avenues of attack that can prove more fruitful than your original expectations.

The Army on the March

He who exercises no forethought but makes light of his opponents is sure to be captured by them.  When encamping

the army, pass quickly over mountains, and keep in the neighbourhood of valleys.

Attacking an adversary without respect for their capabilities is a foolish thing.  You must never indulge in overt

activities that leave you open to discovery without good reason.  A well-protected opponent will have observation

posts to detect the approaching attacks - always minimise the time that your opponent may see your activities.

Terrain

The experienced soldier, once in motion, is never bewildered; once he has broken camp, he is never at a loss.

Hence the saying: If you know the enemy and know yourself, your victory will not stand in doubt; if you know

Heaven and know Earth, you make your victory complete.

Casual and experimental hacking is the domain of the novice.  The professional info warriors will understand all the

ground over that they will pass and engage the enemy.  They will know all the operating systems and environments

in which they are installed, and the weaknesses inherent in those installations.  If attacked by such an adversary you

must expect to engage them across the whole field of your information systems.



The Nine Situations

Those who were called skilful leaders of old knew how to drive a wedge between the enemy's front and rear; to

prevent co-operation between his large and small divisions; to hinder the good troops from rescuing the bad, the

officers from rallying their men.  When the enemy's men were scattered. They prevented them from concentrating;

even when their forces were united, they managed to keep them in disorder.  When it was to their advantage, they

made a forward move; when otherwise, they stopped still.

Communications is the lifeblood of a successful organisation - if you want to drive a wedge between your adversary's

forces, disrupt their communications.  Many modern communications systems are software based and administered

through the very networks that will be the primary target for attack.  Gaining control over such systems will enable

you to disrupt the adversary's position without them being able to recover easily.

Attack by Fire

There are five ways of attacking with fire.  The first is to burn soldiers in their camp; the second is to burn stores;

the third is to burn baggage trains; the fourth is to burn arsenals and magazines; the fifth is to hurl dropping fire

among the enemy.

Fire destroys and can spread very rapidly; it is one of the most devastating of instruments of war.  As a primary

effect, fire can destroy both materials and personnel.  As a secondary effect it forces the enemy into substantial efforts

to contain and extinguish it.  The most obvious infowar parallel with fire must be the computer virus of worm.  Such

devices can destroy those key assets of the adversary - in particular their information, but also demand a substantial

level of effort to purge them from the target.



The Use of Spies

Knowledge of the enemy's disposition can only be obtained from other men.  Knowledge of the spirit world is to be

obtained by divination; information in natural science may be sought by inductive reasoning; the laws of the

universe can be verified by mathematical calculation; but the disposition of the enemy are ascertainable through

spies and spies alone.

We started this section with the discussion on the laying of plans.  As any information security professional will

confirm, the most important data necessary to determine the scope of a protection strategy is a plan of the scope of

the systems to be protected.  Making these plans can be a substantial challenge, particularly where the system being

modelled is diverse both in geography and in system types, but the information contained in such plans is of great

value.  The network plans for example may carry details of all the IP addresses of the machines in each domain.

This sort of information can provide substantial levels of intelligence to a potential adversary, and should be properly

protected.

Gaining access to such protected information is the remit of the spy.  We must remember that spies need not be

human - electronic spies exist in the shareware directories of most computer magazines these days - finger, ping and

tracert are all very useful applications that can leak information concerning the topology of an IP based information

system.  Even more invasive and potentially damaging tools are available on the Web in warez newsgroups and sites.

Social Engineering is probably the most successful (human) method by which adversaries gain information on their

targets.  Most corporate employees are encouraged to be helpful to others within the organisation and provide

information to help them in their work.  The good social engineer will masquerade as a legitimate individual well

enough that (s)he does not arouse suspicion and is given all the information (s)he needs.



THE COST OF FAILURE

Making a generic statement concerning the cost of failure to defend adequately against information warriors is at

first sight difficult.  However as I considered the sort of problems that a company may face through successful attacks

mounted upon them I realised that the cost of failure can be expressed very succinctly.  Consider what would happen

to your company if one of the following scenarios were to materialise:

• PKI root key compromise;

• Escrowed data recovery key compromise;

• Successful penetration of major systems firewall;

• Concerted denial of service attack on e-commerce servers.

These are but some of the scenarios that one might consider.  Granted they are all the sort of scenario that would be

considered major and overt, but remember that for many infowarriors the objective will be to wound, not kill.  Put

more simply they will plan more covert attacks designed to reduce confidence in the business, not to cripple it

directly.  Such a subtle approach often leaves business open to hostile take-overs or other predatory actions.

In the final analysis the impact of the business of successful information warfare attacks can be summarised in a

single sentence:

The cost of failure is ruin.



CONCLUSION

It is challenging to conclude such a paper as this without drawing on the profound messages from the primary

source.  I hope that the reader will understand the parallels that I have tried to make between the art of war in the

time of Sun Tzu and the present day.  I believe that the philosophy he proposed is equally applicable in the field of

information warfare as conventional warfare.

Today, many of us in the field of information security are expected to fill the role of general in the event of conflict.

Few of us have felt the need to study the art of war - perhaps it is time to change that?

The closing words must come from the real master himself:

In peace prepare for war, in war prepare for peace.
The art of war is of vital importance to the state.

It is a matter of life and death,
a road either to safety or to ruin.

Hence under no circumstances can it
be neglected …

Hence it is only the enlightened ruler and the wise general
who will use the highest intelligence of the army for purposes of spying,

and thereby they achieve great results.
Spies are a more important element in war,

because upon them depends and army's ability to move.

Andrew J Clark, October 1998


